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Highlights
Why MCIA Did this Review
The Montgomery County Office of Internal
Audit (MCIA) conducted a County-wide
government review of compliance with
County policies associated with payment to
employees of COVID Front Facing Onsite
differential pay. The review focused on how
County government departments and offices
managed the pay differential process during
the period of March 29, 2020, through
October 24, 2020.
The review was conducted at the direction of
the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO)
following issuance of a report by the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) on October 29, 2020,
raising concerns that one County department
did not follow County policy on the
assignment of COVID Front Facing Onsite
differential pay and that, as a result,
employees in the department received Front
Facing Onsite differential pay to which they
were not entitled. The OIG also raised, in the
report, the possibility that other County
departments may have allowed employees to
claim Front Facing Onsite differential hours to
which they were not entitled.

August 2021
Review of Compliance with County
Policies on COVID Front Facing Onsite
Differential Pay

What MCIA Found
There appears to have been widespread
compliance across County government
departments with County policies concerning
eligibility for and payment of COVID Front
Facing Onsite differential pay.
There were instances in which individual
employees recorded Front Facing Onsite time
on their timecards and received payments as a
result in excess of what they were entitled to
under County policy. These entries were the
result of either (1) individual employees’
apparent errors in entering data on their
timecard,
or
misunderstanding/
misinterpretation
of
County
policies
regarding eligibility for Front Facing Onsite
differential pay; or (2) initial guidance issued
by a department’s management that may have
caused employees to report time in the
County’s timekeeping system as Front Facing
Onsite in excess of what they were entitled to
under County policy.
Although not a specific focus of this review,
no instances of apparent employee fraud or
abuse (i.e., characterized by a deliberate
falsification of timecard entries) were
identified during the review. Any such
instances would have been reported to the
OIG for further review/investigation.
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Review of Compliance with County Policies
on COVID Front-Facing Onsite Differential Pay

OBJECTIVES
This report summarizes the review conducted by the Montgomery County Office of Internal
Audit (MCIA) of compliance with County policies associated with payment to employees of
COVID Front Facing Onsite differential pay. The review focused on how County government
departments and offices managed the differential pay process during the period of March 29,
2020, through October 24, 2020.1 The objectives of the review were to determine
1. Whether there was compliance with the COVID Front Facing Onsite differential pay
policies issued by the County in April 20202, as subsequently amended
2. If there was non-compliance with the County policies, document the
a. Nature and Extent
b. Causes of the non-compliance
c. Overpayments, by department, that resulted

BACKGROUND
The County’s response to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) situation started to be
actively managed in February-March 2020, with the focus on information communication to
employees and managers regarding the disease, its symptoms, and methods to stop the spread of
the disease. Guidance on work-related out-of-state travel, workplace safety measures,
encouraged use of telephone and videoconferencing to minimize physical interaction, what to do
if an employee or a family member became sick, and preparing for emergency telework soon
followed. Flyers were disseminated to departments and posted in County facilities.
On March 5, 2020, Governor Hogan declared the initial State of Emergency related to COVID19. The initial information communication phase was soon followed by implementation of a
“maximized” teleworking program across County government, with supervisors being directed
to make arrangements “to maximize the number of Teleworking employees” [March 13, 2020,
Although the audit focused on this time period, a subsequent analysis of Front Facing Onsite differential pay for
the period of November 2020 through February 13, 2021 (the termination of differential pay) was conducted. This
post-audit analysis is discussed in the “Post-Audit Analysis section beginning on page 12 of this report.
1

2

The April 2020 County policy defined “Front Facing Onsite” duties, eligible for the pay differential, to be “work
that cannot be performed by telework, involves physical interaction with the public and cannot be performed with
appropriate social distancing.” [Source: April 5, 2020, memorandum from Chief Administrative Officer to County
Directors and Managers.] The Memorandum of Agreement executed April 2020 between the County and the
Municipal County Government Employees Organization (MCGEO) afforded COVID front-facing differential pay
for employees who could potentially be exposed to COVID-19 because of the nature of their work and worksite. The
Agreement expressly included work that cannot be done by telework that involves physical interaction with the
public and cannot be performed with appropriate social distancing. The parties subsequently clarified, through a
series of agreements, actions and memos, that the intent was to provide front-facing pay for employees who worked
in shared or non-private workspaces, where the employees had a heightened risk of exposure to COVID because of
frequent or substantial interaction with either members of the public (including contractors) or other County
employees, and were unable to maintain the 6-foot social distancing.
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memorandum from the County’s Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) to Department and Office
Directors].
On March 23, Governor Hogan issued an Executive Order closing all non-essential businesses,
exempting from the Order businesses that are part of the “critical infrastructure sectors identified
by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency” (https://www.cisa.gov/identifying-critical-infrastructure-during-covid-19). This Order
was followed on March 30, 2020, by the Governor’s issuance of a Stay-At-Home order that
required residents to stay in their place of residence except to conduct or participate in “Essential
Activities.”
In parallel with the actions at the State level, the County was managing the efforts to continue to
provide essential services while protecting County employees and residents; this, in the face of a
continually evolving understanding about COVID-19 – its methods of spread and actions that
needed to be taken to protect against the spread. On March 20, 2020, the CAO issued a
“Directive for Modified Operating Status” to Department and Office Directors announcing
decisions made by departments and offices concerning “which functions are necessary to
continue performing for the next eight weeks, which is likely the minimum duration of the
COVID-19 crisis.”
That Directive also stated that effectively immediately “All work that can be performed via
telework must be performed that way,” and “[f]or functions that must be maintained and cannot
be performed via telework, take all feasible steps to ensure social distancing and other
precautions to protect employee health and safety.” This Directive was effective through March
27, 2020; and was subsequently extended on March 27.

Agreements with Labor Unions
In early April, the County reached agreement with the three labor unions (the United Food and
Commercial Workers, Local 1994 (“MCGEO”); the Fraternal Order of Police, Lodge 35
(“FOP”); and the International Association of Fire Fighters, Local 1664 (“IAFF”)) representing
County employees. These memoranda of agreement (MOAs) set the foundation for how the
County was to compensate employees (particularly through the use of “differential pay”) during
the period of the declared Maryland State of Emergency related to COVID-19.3
While each of the MOAs differed in their specific provisions, several common provisions
relevant to the current review of Front Facing Onsite differential pay were reflected in all three:

3

The differential pay (Front Facing Onsite and Back Office Onsite) ended on February 14, 2021, with new
agreements being reached between the County and the unions.
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COVID-19 Differential Pay: defined as money to be paid to an employee in addition to
the employee’s regular pay for either Front Facing Onsite work or Back Office Onsite
work, beginning March 29, 2020.



Types of Work/Differential Pay4:
o “Front Facing Onsite” work – defined as work that cannot be performed by
telework that involves physical interaction with the public and cannot be
performed with appropriate social distancing. Differential pay: $10/hour.
o “Back Office Onsite” work – defined as work performed at a County worksite
that cannot be performed by telework and does not involve regular physical
interaction with the public. Differential pay: $3/hour.

Unrepresented General Salary Schedule employees (i.e., employees who are not in one of the
bargaining units for the three unions and who are not in the Management Leadership Service
(MLS)) were also eligible for the pay differentials negotiated as part of the MCGEO MOA. MLS
and Public Safety management were not eligible for the differential pay.
The agreements did not define “physical interaction with the public.” The County initially
interpreted “the public” to mean individuals who were not County employees (e.g., residents and
contractors). Subsequently, MCGEO and the County agreed that the intent was to provide Front
Facing Onsite differential pay for employees who worked in shared or non-private workspaces,
where the employees had a heightened risk of exposure to COVID because of frequent or
substantial interaction with either members of the public (including contractors) or other County
employees, and were unable to maintain the 6-foot social distancing. This agreement was
reflected in memoranda issued by the acting Chief Labor Relations Officer (CLRO) concerning
the following six departments:







Department of Correction and Rehabilitation (DOCR)
Department of General Services (DGS)
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
Department of Recreation (REC)
Department of Transportation (DOT)
Fire and Rescue Service (FRS)

The definitions for both Front Facing Onsite and Back Office Onsite work in the MOAs make reference to
“telework.” “Telework” is defined in the following manner: “Telework is one of two types of work arrangements
that allows a Teleworker to perform work, during any part of their authorized work schedule, at an approved Remote
Work Location. This does not include work done while on official travel or Mobile Work. Telework is an alternative
method of meeting the needs of the County and it will not be universally available in all occupational job classes
and/or positions.” Further, “Mobile Work” is defined as “Work which is characterized by routine and regular travel
to conduct work in customer or other worksites as opposed to a single authorized alternative worksite. Examples of
Mobile Work include but are not limited to: site audits and inspections, investigations, property management, and
work performed while commuting or during travel between worksites.” [Source:
https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/HR/Resources/Files/Telework/Telework_Policy.pdf]

4
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Although these agreements specifically identified employees in the six departments, the
agreements effectively modified the April MOA (see May 12, 2021 OCA legal opinion at
Appendix B) with MCGEO by expanding the types of work eligible for Front Facing Onsite
differential pay to include employees who worked in shared/non-private workspaces, where the
employees had a heightened risk of exposure to COVID because of frequent or substantial
interaction with either members of the public (including contractors) or other County employees,
and were unable to maintain the 6-foot social distancing. [NOTE: Employees who worked in
private workspaces; or who worked in shared/non-private workspaces, did not have frequent or
substantial interaction with others, and who could maintain the 6-foot social distancing would
not be eligible for the Front Facing Onsite differential pay.]
Each of these memoranda are summarized later in this document, and a copy of each of the
memoranda is provided.
A potential impact of these subsequent agreements on the County’s COVID differential pay
policies more broadly (i.e., beyond the 349 employees named in the memoranda) was not
identified until sometime in March-April 2021. A legal opinion was requested from the Office of
the County Attorney concerning the potential impact; the legal opinion was received on May 12,
2021, and is included in Appendix B.
The OCA opinion concluded the following:
Based upon the discussions and conduct between the County and MCGEO, the Parties
intended to amend the definition of Front Facing Onsite work in the April 3, 2020 MOA
by expanding the differential to certain MCGEO bargaining unit employees that, due to
the nature of their work, had a greater risk of infection. Thus, any MCGEO bargaining
unit employee that fell within this new definition of Front Facing Onsite work properly
received the COVID-19 [Front Facing Onsite] differential for onsite work where the
employee has an increased risk of exposure.
[NOTE: The OCA opinion also notes that “Any MCGEO bargaining unit member that may have
qualified for Front Facing Onsite work while the differential was available are precluded from
filing a grievance under Article 10.6(a) of the Collective Bargaining Agreement (“A written
grievance must be presented...by the Union within thirty (30) calendar days from the date of the
event giving rise to the grievance or the date on which the employee knew or should have known
of the event giving rise to the grievance.”). Indeed, the Union did not provide any more names to
the County after October 2020 although they were aware that the definition was expanded.”]

Information Dissemination
In an attempt to increase the flow of information to County managers and Human Resource (HR)
Liaisons in each department/office, the Office of Human Resources (OHR) instituted in March
2020 regularly occurring (initially weekly, and then monthly) virtual meetings to discuss a
variety of timely issues – dealing with COVID-19 and County guidance related to the COVID
crisis, as well as other issues for awareness to managers. The information sessions supplemented
guidance disseminated bi-weekly (or more frequently as warranted) to directors, managers, HR
MCIA-21-6
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Liaisons, and others on time-sensitive topics related to COVID-19, most notably on timekeeping
issues.5

Timekeeping Guidance
Revised timekeeping guidance was issued as necessary to notify departments (with the request to
share with employees and supervisors) of changes from previously-issued guidance.
Timekeeping guidance issued on April 11, 20206, notified departments that the County had
finalized negotiations with the three unions regarding differential pay, and outlined various
timekeeping situations and the negotiated changes. The following categories7 were identified in
this guidance:
 Working Regular Job and Regular Duties – Onsite
o Working Onsite – Front Facing
o Working Onsite – Back Office
 Telework
These would have been the applicable categories under which an employee could record their
hours worked in MCtime, the County’s timekeeping system.
It should be noted, however, that no guidance was issued by the County concerning the amended
Front Facing Onsite differential pay eligibility criteria agreed to by MCGEO and the County
during the summer of 2020. It was apparently believed by senior County officials that the
agreements reflected in the memoranda issued by the acting CLRO concerning the six
departments referenced above was applicable only to those departments (and specifically, to
those employees named in the memoranda). It was not until March-April 2021 – after the
COVID differential pay ended and during the conduct of this review – that the potential impact
of the agreement/memoranda extended beyond the employees named in the memoranda. When
this potential impact was raised, the County requested a legal opinion, as noted above,
concerning the impact(s) of the agreement/ memoranda. As noted above, the legal opinion stated
that the agreements reflected in the memoranda effectively modified the April 2020, MOA
between the County and MCGEO; and, therefore, that the amended criteria applied to other
bargaining unit employees.

Office of Inspector General (OIG) Investigation
In July, 2020, the OIG contacted the Director of the County’s Department of Permitting Services
(DPS) apparently in response to complaints the OIG had received regarding how DPS was

5

A complete list of the guidance issued can be found on the OHR website:
https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/HR/Benefits/EmpCoronavirus.html
6
https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/HR/Resources/Files/EmpFAQ/MEMOTimekeepingGuidanceForPP03292020_04112020.pdf
The guidance also addressed other situations, including but not limited to working excess hours, employees not
working (on Administrative Leave), healthcare provide-directed quarantine, at-risk employees, and use of personal
leave. These were not considered in scope for this review.
7
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administering the Front Facing Onsite differential pay for its inspectors.8 The OIG issued a
report of findings on October 29, 2020, which included, in relevant part, findings that DPS
management did not follow County policy on the assignment of COVID differential pay –
specifically, allowing inspectors to record 100 percent of their time as Front Facing Onsite,
including hours worked in a remote/teleworking mode – and that, as a result, some DPS
inspectors received Front Facing Onsite differential pay to which they were not entitled. The
OIG also raised in the report the possibility that other County departments may have similarly
allowed employees to claim Front Facing Onsite hours to which they were not entitled.

County Corrective Actions
Based on the possibility that Front Facing Onsite differential payments may have been
incorrectly made in other departments/offices, the CAO directed MCIA to conduct a County
government-wide review of compliance with County policies associated with payment to
employees of Front Facing Onsite differential pay.
In addition, on November 6, 2020, the Deputy CAO directed all departments with employees
performing Front Facing Onsite duties to remind their employees with Front Facing Onsite
duties of their responsibility to record time worked accurately, and specifically of the importance
to record time NOT worked performing Front Facing Onsite duties appropriately. The Deputy
CAO also directed departments to remind their supervisors of their responsibility to review the
time records of such employees to ensure time is recorded accurately and in accordance with
County policies. All departments were found to have complied with the Deputy CAO’s mandate
by November 19, 2020.

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
Across County government, during the seven-month period (March 29, 2020, through October
24, 2020) encompassed in the review, nearly 6,100 County employees received payments
totaling $50.7 million of the Front Facing Onsite differential pay. The review was conducted of
the COVID Front Facing Onsite differential pay timecard entries and resulting payments made
during this period. The initial review focused on each County government department/office9 in
which employees received Front Facing Onsite differential pay during this period:
Agricultural Services
Alcohol Beverage Services
Animal Services
Board of Elections
Community Engagement Cluster
Community Use of Public Facilities
Consumer Protection
Correction and Rehabilitation
County Attorney
Emergency Management & Homeland Security
8

DPS inspectors conduct inspections associated with the issuance of building and construction licenses and permits
(including but not limited to residential, commercial, well and septic, right of way, sediment control, fire protection,
and special events). The inspectors also conduct investigations in response to property complaints and consultation
with commercial builders on design issues to ensure compliance with applicable code and regulations.

9

The review did not include County Council staff that received Front Facing Onsite differential pay.
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Employee Retirement Program 10
Finance
General Services
Housing and Community Affairs
Labor Relations11
Police
Public Libraries
Sheriff
Transportation

Environmental Protection
Fire and Rescue Service
Health and Human Services
Human Resources
Permitting Services
Public Information
Recreation
Technology Services

The review excluded the following employees:
 Employees covered by the memoranda of agreement (MOAs) with the Fraternal Order of
Police and the International Association of Fire Fighters
 Employees identified by organization, position type or name in agreements (verbal or
written) entered into between the County and MCGEO under which employees were to
receive Front Facing Onsite differential pay. Examples include employees assigned to the
Emergency Communications (9-1-1) Center, and MCGEO employees specifically named
in the seven memoranda issued by the acting CLRO.
The review specifically examined the following issues:
1. Whether there was compliance with the COVID Front Facing Onsite policies issued by
the County in April 2020, as subsequently amended
2. If there was non-compliance with the County policies – including instances where the
policies were not being followed by an employee (or group of employees) – resulting in
Front Facing Onsite timecard entries in excess of what they were entitled to under County
policy, document the
(a) Nature and Extent
(b) Causes of the non-compliance
(c) Overpayments, by department, that resulted

Limitations
The review focused on timecard entries over a seven-month period (April – October 2020).
Because of this long time period, the ability for a department (particularly larger departments) to
validate for a given day whether an employee’s recording of time as Front Facing Onsite was
accurate for that day was limited.

10

One ERP employee was initially identified as having received Front Facing Onsite pay differential payments for
two separate dates in September 2020. When this issue was brought to the attention of the Executive Director, the
issue was investigated and found to be a timecard entry error; a timecard correction was entered by the employee
and the employee repaid the overpayment. ERP was subsequently dropped from further analysis in the review.

One Labor Relations employee was identified as having received front facing onsite pay differential payments for
three separate dates. That office was asked to conduct a focused review for those instances, and determined that each
of the three dates was appropriately recorded.
11
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To address this limitation, each department was provided a report from MCtime for the time
period used for this review; the report contained information for each hour where an employee of
that department recorded time as “COVID Front Facing Onsite” and received payment of the
Front Facing Onsite differential pay. Departments were required to review the MCtime report
and determine whether time was recorded as Front Facing Onsite in excess of what was allowed
under County policy. Where management in the department did not have specific information
regarding an employee’s recording of the nature and location of the time worked on a given day,
they were directed to assess the nature of the work required of the position and the pattern of
recording time using Front Facing Onsite as the pay code over the seven-month period, and
determine whether the pattern for each employee’s recording of such time was consistent with
the employee’s duties and responsibilities. For example, if an employee was consistently
recording 8 hours each day as COVID Front Facing Onsite duties, did the employee’s job
responsibilities qualify for the Front Facing Onsite differential pay because their responsibilities
placed them in frequent and close contact with the public (including contractors) or County
employees 8 hours each day? If the pattern of COVID Front Facing Onsite hours being recorded
was not consistent with what the supervisor would expect based on the employee’s job
responsibilities, the department was required to identify the estimated number of hours for
each employee that “COVID Front Facing Onsite” pay had been incorrectly recorded in MCtime.

FINDINGS
Department Policies and Consistency with County Policies
With the exception of issues identified within the Department of Permitting Services (which
were previously identified by the OIG and discussed in the OIG’s October 29, 2020, report) and
those discussed below, the policies/guidance followed by all other departments with employees
receiving Front Facing Onsite differential payments were consistent with the County policies:
departments either re-summarized the County-issued policies and re-issued the policies to their
managers and/or employees, or forwarded to their managers/employees a link to the Countyissued policies.
In the case of DPS and the following departments, it appears that the application by these
departments of COVID Front Facing Onsite differential pay policies that were not fully
consistent with County-issued policies was an attempt to address the unique operational
situations faced by each department based on information available to them at the time. In some
cases, the department-specific policies led to employees recording hours as Front Facing Onsite
in excess of what they were entitled to under County policy, and employees being overpaid as a
result.
Department of Permitting Services (DPS). DPS management initially provided guidance to its
management and employees that resulted in employees not differentiating hours worked in the
field (and qualifying for Front Facing Onsite differential pay) from hours worked in a remote/
telework mode. In late August 2020, current DPS management clarified for its staff and
managers that employees (inspectors primarily) were only eligible to record hours worked as
Front Facing Onsite – and eligible for the $10/hour differential pay – that were spent actually “in
the field;” thereby bringing the department’s policies into conformance with the County policy.

MCIA-21-6
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Front Facing Onsite timecard entries for hours in excess of what the employee was entitled to
under County policy and the resulting overpayments identified in this report are associated with
the period of time from March 29, 2020, through issuance of the new DPS guidance in late
August 2020. For the audit period subsequent to the issuance of the DPS revised guidance, the
audit confirmed that the new guidance was being followed.
Office of Animal Services (OAS). While still organizationally part of the Montgomery County
Police Department (MCPD), OAS originally determined that positions engaged in work that was
designated as having "regular" contact with the public would qualify for Front Facing Onsite
differential pay 100% of the time onsite. Because of the unpredictable nature of this contact, it
was initially decided not to have employees split up their time into Front Facing Onsite and Back
Office Onsite. However, when OAS separated from MCPD in July, OAS re-evaluated and
revised their internal policy in early November 2020, to require staff to record time based on the
nature of the work being performed; thereby bringing the office’s policies into conformance with
the County policy.
Department of Transportation (DOT). DOT appropriately followed the County guidance for
employees in DOT’s Engineering, Traffic Engineering and Operations, Highway Services, and
Parking Divisions in recording their work hours. In addition, Transit Division field staff
appropriately recorded time as Front Facing Onsite because of direct interaction with the public
(including driving the bus or performing duties that involved coming in contact with the
vehicles, and passenger facilities or equipment that was used by Ride On patrons).
DOT management allowed Transit Operations Supervisors (TOS) in the Transit Division to
charge 100% of their time worked onsite as Front Facing Onsite. DOT management was
concerned about ensuring continuity of transit services both to transport essential workers and
for transit-dependent residents to reach essential services; and was concerned about both
employee safety and ensuring adequate Transit worker availability, given the increased concerns
among staff about perceived COVID exposure risks, to provide the needed transit services. This
decision was also at a time when most other County-provided services were being scaled back.
Based on the DOT analysis conducted in conjunction with the revised DOT guidance (reflected
in a November 10, 2020, joint DOT-MCGEO memorandum), DOT determined that the TOS’s
performed fewer hours of work that qualified for Front Facing Onsite differential pay than
anticipated when DOT management initially decided TOS’s should be eligible for front-facing
pay 100% of their time onsite. With the pay period beginning November 8, TOS’s were directed
to record time worked as Front Facing Onsite only for actual time directly interacting with the
public or for being on the bus or at other facilities with passengers, thereby bringing the
department’s policies into conformance with the County policy. DOT also identified instances
by five technical and administrative support personnel where time was recorded as Front Facing
Onsite in excess of what was allowed by County policy.
Police Department. In addition to the departments discussed above, there appeared to be
misunderstanding and misapplication of the County policies regarding the criteria for receiving
Front Facing Onsite differential pay within certain operations of the Police department (MCPD),
both at the employee and supervisor level. When this situation was discussed with MCPD
officials, they acknowledged this confusion and acknowledged that dealing with both the
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MCGEO and FOP agreements, and the common interactions with different employee groups at
the worksite, caused interpretation errors by employees and managers. The officials also
acknowledged that while many of the employees were entitled to receive Front Facing Onsite
pay for a percentage of the time they worked – because they came into direct contact with the
public – the employees often did not differentiate the time worked onsite where they were in
direct contact with the public from the time worked onsite where they were not in direct contact
with the public (including other County employees) and did not meet the criteria for Front
Facing Onsite differential pay. As noted in the “Post-Audit Analysis” section, this situation
continued into January 2021.

Department Processes to Verify/Validate Employee Timecards
Each department reported having processes in place under which supervisors and/or other
designated personnel were responsible for reviewing each employee’s completed timecards for
accuracy and compliance with County policies. MCtime personnel report that ensuring
supervisors fulfill this responsibility on a consistent basis is a challenge. The review generally
found that where timecard entries in a department contained errors or entries not consistent with
County policies with respect to reporting time as Front Facing Onsite (i.e., when Back Office
Onsite or telework would have been the appropriate entry) because of misapplication of
timekeeping guidance or data entry error in recording time worked in MCtime, a timecard
reviewer/approver did not identify and take action to correct an inaccurate timecard entry by an
employee. This could have been the result of a number of factors, including lack of clarity by the
reviewer of the County policies.
Although not a specific focus of this review, no instances of apparent employee fraud or abuse
(i.e., characterized by a deliberate falsification of timecard entries) were identified during the
review. Any such instances would have been reported to the OIG for further review/
investigation.

Apparent Reporting of Front Facing Onsite Time in Excess of What the Employee was
Entitled to under County Policy and Potential Overpayments that Resulted
Front Facing Onsite timecard entries in excess of what the employee was entitled to under
County policy fell into five categories:
A. Hours recorded/paid as Front Facing Onsite that should have been recorded/paid as Back
Office Onsite
B. Hours recorded/paid as Front Facing Onsite Overtime (OT) that should have been
recorded/paid as Back Office Onsite Overtime (OT) Hours
C. Hours recorded/paid as Front Facing Onsite that were not eligible for the differential pay
(examples include hours worked in a telework status, or hours worked by a supervisor
who was not eligible for differential pay)
D. Hours recorded/paid as Front Facing Onsite Overtime (OT) that were not eligible for the
differential pay
E. Hours recorded/paid as Front Facing Onsite Overtime (OT) that, while eligible for the
pay differential, are not OT hours

MCIA-21-6
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Each of these categories has a different impact on the amount of overpayment per hour recorded:
Category
A
B
C
D
E

Differential Pay Paid
$10.00/hour
$15.00/hour
$10.00/hour
$15.00/hour
$15.00/hour

Correct Differential Pay
$3.00/hour
$4.50/hour
$0/hour
$0/hour
$10.00/hour

Overpayment Amount
$7.00/hour
$10.50/hour
$10.00/hour
$15.00/hour
$5.00/hour

A summary, by category of excess Front Facing Onsite timecard entry and resulting
overpayment is provided in Table 1 below.
Table 1:
Category

Hours

% Hours
to Total

Gross
Overpayment

A
B
C
D
E

67,184.79
841.47
3,467.06
64.50
172.65
71,730.46

93.7%
1.2%
4.8%
0.1%
0.2%
100%

$470,294
$8,835
$34,671
$968
$863
$515,630

TOTALS

The overwhelming number of Front Facing Onsite hours (Categories A and B: 94.9 percent)
identified as being recorded in excess of what was allowed under County policy were associated
with hours that should have been recorded as Back Office Onsite – work performed onsite but
does not involve regular physical interaction with the public.
Hours recorded as Front Facing Onsite where the work did not qualify for the differential pay
(either because the work was performed in a remote/telework manner, or because the employee
did not qualify for the differential) comprised another 4.9 percent of the total hours identified
during this review. The remaining 0.2 percent of the hours recorded actually were eligible for
Front Facing Onsite differential pay, but were erroneously recorded as Front Facing Onsite
Overtime.
A summary, by department, of the audit findings based on the department-by-department review
for the audit period (inclusive of the Post-Audit Analysis conducted) is provided in Table 2
below.
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Table 2:
Recording of Front Facing Onsite Hours in Excess of What Was Allowed
under County Policy and the Associated Differential Pay Overpayment

Department
Agricultural Services
Alcohol Beverage Services
Animal Services

Number of
Employees Identified
with Excess Front
Facing Pay

Average # Hrs. ‐ Total Estimated
Gross
Excess Front
Overpayment
Facing Onsite

0
0
29

6,634.27

228.77

$46,440

8.00

8.00

$80

776.95

17.27

$5,801

16.00

16.00

$112

0

Board of Elections
Community Engagement Cluster

0

Community Use of Public Facilities

1

Consumer Protection
Correction and Rehabilitation

0

County Attorney's Office

Total # Hrs. ‐
Excess Front
Facing Onsite

45
0

Emergency Mgmt & Homeland Sec

0

Employee Retirement Programs

1

Environmental Protection

0

Finance

1

27.00

27.00

$189

Fire & Rescue

4

197.50

49.38

$1,825

General Services

3

155.00

51.67

$1,085

Health and Human Services

4

67.60

16.90

$473

Housing and Community Affairs

0

Human Resources

0

Labor Relations
Permitting Services

0
63

16,217.80

257.43

$123,255

Police

84

28,524.35

339.58

$202,628

707.63

$133,742

Public Information

0

Public Libraries

0

Recreation

0

Sheriff

0

Technology Services

0

Transportation

27

19,106.00

262

71,730.46

TOTAL

$515,630

Post‐Audit Analysis
Subsequent to the audit period, Internal Audit conducted a targeted review of the pattern of Front
Facing Onsite differential pay being recorded by employees, to determine the impact of the
corrective actions and new departmental guidance issued to department employees. This review
was limited to three departments: Animal Services, Police, and Transportation, since the audit
MCIA-21-6
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had identified specific issues in these departments with respect to Front Facing Onsite
differential pay. [As noted above, the audit determined that the departmental guidance issued in
August 2020 by Permitting Services had corrected the issues previously identified; therefore,
Permitting Services was not included in the post-audit review.] Since the issues identified in the
other seven departments were limited to timecard (data entry) errors, Internal Audit determined
the post-audit review should be focused on the three departments.
For Animal Services and Transportation, Internal Audit reviewed the data for the six pay periods
prior to and the six pay periods (up until differential pay was terminated) subsequent to the
revised department guidance being issued – which was contemporaneous with the Countymandated reminders to employees and supervisors discussed under the County Corrective
Actions section above. In the case of both departments, for the employees identified by the audit
as having recorded hours as Front Facing Onsite in excess of what was allowed by County
policy, the employees’ recording of time following the corrective actions taken by the
department demonstrably changed, and was consistent with County policy.
For the Police Department, the pattern of recording hours as Front Facing Onsite revealed two
distinct trends: for some employees the corrective actions had a lasting effect in recording hours
worked consistent with County policy. For other employees, there appeared to be minimal effect
in how the employees recorded time, at least up until late January. Based on this latter
observation, Internal Audit conducted a follow-on audit of 44 employees whose pattern of
recording hours worked as Front Facing Onsite did not conclusively determine that the
employees were recording time consistent with County policy. The audit identified that there
were 38 employees where issues continued, up until late January when clarifying guidance was
disseminated to the department’s command/executive staff. The results of this second audit are
reflected in the table below:
Table 3:
Department
Police Department

Category of Issues (Hours)
1
2
3
994.82

0.00

0

Total

Overpayment

994.82

$7,088

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS
There are several overall observations from this review. First, the COVID crisis presented the
County with numerous and complex operational and human resource challenges. The COVID
virus itself was not well understood, and, particularly in the early stages of the crisis, guidance
about protections that should be taken to minimize exposure and transmission of the virus was
frequently evolving.
Second, it is evident from the information gathered, both at the County and department levels,
that there was a clear concern from the very beginning of the crisis for employee safety, and
balancing providing County services to residents and businesses with protecting employee
safety. In addition to the information about the virus evolving, the status of County operations
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was similarly not static; with operations evolving as the County (and the State) strove to restore
“normal” operations as early as safely possible.
Third, there was a lack of timely understanding among senior County management concerning
the impact of the agreements reached by the County and MCGEO in the summer 2020. The
potential impact was not known until March-April 2021 – after the differential pay ended – with
confirmation of this impact received through a legal opinion dated May 12, 2021.
Finally, effective communications are always a challenge when dealing with a large and
dispersed organization, such as the County government. Effective communication, particularly
under an evolving crisis, requires both clear and timely information to be disseminated, as well
as receipt and understanding by those that have to act on and implement the information. The
further away from the decision-makers (one might say, the further down in the County
government organizational structure) one gets, the more difficult it is to ensure that the
information being communicated is received, understood, and correctly acted upon. Steps taken
by the County to disseminate information (including emails, employee newsletters,
weekly/monthly meetings for HR Liaisons and managers in departments) were all appropriate
and commendable. It is questionable whether conducting more such outreach/communication
would have resulted necessarily in fewer instances of MCtime entries for Front Facing Onsite
pay in excess of what was allowed by County policy; since a number of people interviewed as
part of the review indicated that at times they felt overwhelmed with the volume of information
coming their way, particularly when combined with the challenges of managing a dynamic
operations environment.
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Appendix A – Negotiated Memoranda of Agreement and Related Memoranda

Appendix A – Negotiated Memoranda of Agreement and Related
Memoranda
A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between MCGEO and the County was executed on April
3, 2020. A copy of that overarching MOA is contained later in this Appendix.

Front Facing Onsite Pay Differential Memoranda Issued by Labor Relations
There were seven separate memoranda issued by the acting CLRO to memorialize agreements
reached between the County and MCGEO designating groups of employees in six departments
as eligible for the Front Facing Onsite differential pay, pursuant to the initial Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) between MCGEO and the County (dated April 3, 2020). These agreements
are summarized below. The memoranda all directed that:




The named employees be retroactively compensated at the $10/hour Front Facing Onsite
rate for all dates worked between 3/29/2020 and 7/18/2020 that was paid at the Back
Office Onsite rate ($3/hour)
Effective with the pay period beginning 7/19/2020 “the time for these individuals should
be recorded as front-facing with the associate differential”
Employees eligible for the differential only if they are working onsite

Correction and Rehabilitation:



Issued July 28, 2020; amended July 29, 2020
Identified ten employees (an eleventh was subsequently identified; but no amendment to
the memorandum was issued to reflect this employee)

Fire and Rescue Service



Issued September 4, 2020
Identified 22 employees

General Services



Issued July 28, 2020; Amended July 29, 2020; Amended September 4, 2020; Amended
September 9, 2020
Identified 141 employees (an employee was identified twice in the memorandum)

Health and Human Services (2)




Issued September 4, 2020 (1)
Identified 66 employees, for dates worked at the Dennis Avenue HHS facility
Also directs that any bargaining unit member who works at the Dennis Avenue HHS
facility should receive hour-for-hour COVID Front Facing Onsite pay for any hours
worked at that location




Issued October 19, 2020 (2)
Identified 94 employees (separate from the 66 employees identified in the 9/4/2020
memo), for dates worked at the Dennis Avenue HHS facility
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Also directs that any bargaining unit member who works at the Dennis Avenue HHS
facility should receive hour-for-hour COVID Front Facing Onsite pay for any hours
worked at that location

Recreation



Issued September 4, 2020
Identified 1 employee, for dates worked at the Dennis Avenue HHS facility

Transportation



Issued July 28, 2020; Amended July 29, 2020; Amended September 4, 2020
Identified 14 employees
[NOTE: Subsequent to the memoranda, a joint DOT/MCGEO memorandum was issued
to DOT employees on November 10, 2020, to facilitate “a uniform interpretation of the
COVID front facing pay for MCDOT employees….” The memorandum outlined a pilot
agreed to between DOT and MCGEO to define when an employee is eligible for the
Front Facing Onsite differential pay. The pilot was effective as of November 8, 2020.
The guidance contained in the memorandum superseded the previous agreement
discussed above for specific DOT employees. It also resolved the consideration of Front
Facing Onsite differential pay for positions not previously agreed to between the County
and MCGEO. Compliance with this November 10 memorandum was not reviewed as
part of this review, because it fell outside the review period.]

A copy of each of the memoranda summarized above is included at the end of this Appendix.

Other Directives Issued by the Chief Administrative Officer
In addition, the previous Chief Administrative Officer issued two memoranda (one dated March
20, 2020, and the second dated April 5, 2020) providing guidance and direction to
departments/offices regarding modifications in the County government’s operating status, and
application of the April 3 MOA. Copies of these memoranda follow.
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